MI-6 SECOND EDITION CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS

FIRST EDITION

SECOND EDITION

- Opening for H2O cooling tubing routing
- Open front for easy access to components
- Keyhole slots for simple SSD mounting
- Larger cutout for MB backplane and M.2 access
- Larger PCI cutout for oversize connectors
- Added holes for zip tie cable mgmt
- SSD mounting locations reduced from 7 to 5
- Circular vent pattern for less 92mm fan noise
MI-6 SECOND EDITION CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS

- 3mm ALUMINUM COVER SUPPORT TO PREVENT FLEX
- REVISED PCI-E RISER POSITION TO ENSURE GPU FIT TO PCI-E
- TOP PLATE IN NATURAL BRUSHED ALUMINUM OR BLACK POWDER COAT MATCHING THE COVER
HDD MOUNT IN PLACE OF GPU

- FOR 1 3.5 HDD OR
- 2 ADDITIONAL 2.5 HDDs
MI-6 NEW OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

SHORT LOFT
• 28MM INTERNAL HT
• 1@120MM OR 2@92MM FANS

TALL LOFT
• 57MM INTERNAL HT
• FOR 120MM AIO LIQUID COOLER